Roquemore’s design community centerpiece

The newly opened Country Club of Woodloch Springs golf course is the centerpiece of a new residential community being developed as part of the nationally renowned Woodloch Pines resort located east of Scranton, Pa.

Woodloch Springs was designed by Rocky Roquemore. The 6,600-yard, par 72 layout presents a different challenge on every hole. At the 14th, golfers will move about 50 million yards of dirt.

"A major share of the credit for the success of the course should go to the owners who allowed us to spare no reasonable expense in order to take advantage of the natural features of the area," said Roquemore.

Beautiful Courses Attract Beautiful People. Nutralene® Brings Out The Beauty!

For greens, tees and fairways, use Tee Time® fertilizers with slow release nitrogen, Nutralene® formulated using our unique, micro-granular process. Get effective, uniform performance even on closely mowed turf.
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